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UV21502
Planning kettlebell training 
sessions

The aim of this unit is to develop your knowledge and 
understanding of kettlebells. You will learn about the origins 
and history of kettlebells, their benefits, health and safety 
considerations, and how they can be integrated into other 
exercise sessions. 

This unit will develop the knowledge and skills required to 
develop safe and effective kettlebell training sessions. 
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On completion of this unit you will:

Learning outcomes

Planning kettlebell training 
sessions

1. Understand the history and origins of 
kettlebell training

2. Understand the benefits of kettlebell training

3. Understand health and safety 
considerations for kettlebell training

4. Understand how to incorporate kettlebell 
training into resistance sessions

5. Be able to plan kettlebell training sessions

1. Knowledge outcomes                              
There must be evidence that you possess 
all the knowledge and understanding 
listed in the Knowledge section of this 
unit. In most cases this can be done 
by professional discussion and/or oral 
questioning. Other methods, such as 
projects, assignments and/or reflective 
accounts may also be used. 

2. Tutor/Assessor guidance                          
You will be guided by your tutor/assessor 
on how to achieve learning outcomes in this 
unit. All outcomes must be achieved. 

3. External paper                                          
There is no external paper requirement for 
this unit.
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Achieving knowledge outcomes

Developing knowledge

You will be guided by your tutor and assessor 
on the evidence that needs to be produced. 
Your knowledge and understanding will be 
assessed using the assessment methods listed 
below*: 

• Projects
• Observed work
• Witness statements
• Audio-visual media 
• Evidence of prior learning or attainment
• Written questions
• Oral questions
• Assignments
• Case studies
• Professional discussion

Where applicable your assessor will integrate 
knowledge outcomes into practical observations 
through professional discussion and/or oral 
questioning. 

When a criterion has been orally questioned 
and achieved, your assessor will record this 
evidence in written form or by other appropriate 
means. There is no need for you to produce 
additional evidence as this criterion has already 
been achieved.

Some knowledge and understanding outcomes 
may require you to show that you know and 
understand how to do something. If you have 
practical evidence from your own work that 
meets knowledge criteria, then there is no 
requirement for you to be questioned again on 
the same topic.

*This is not an exhaustive list.
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Knowledge

Outcome 1 

Understand the history and origins of kettlebell training

You can: Portfolio reference 

a. Describe the origins of the kettlebell

b. Describe the history of kettlebell training

c. Describe the component parts of kettlebells
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Outcome 2 

Understand the benefits of kettlebell training

You can: Portfolio reference

a. Identify the benefits of using kettlebells

b. Explain the role of kettlebells in functional training

c. Describe physiological adaptations to kettlebell training
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Outcome 3 

Understand health and safety considerations for kettlebell 
training

You can: Portfolio reference

a. Identify health and safety considerations when instructing kettlebell 
training sessions

b. Identify possible contra-indications to kettlebell training

c. Describe potential risks associated with kettlebell training
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Outcome 4 

Understand how to incorporate kettlebell training into 
resistance sessions

You can: Portfolio reference

a. Identify different types of classes/training that kettlebell exercises/
lifts can be integrated into

b. Explain the different resistance training systems that kettlebells 
can be used with
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Outcome 5 

Be able to plan kettlebell training sessions

You can: Portfolio reference

a. Plan aims and objectives for kettlebell training sessions

b. Select appropriate kettlebell lifts/exercises to include in the training 
session

c. Plan exercise order, timings and rest for kettlebell training 
sessions

d. Identify adaptations/changes to session due to equipment, 
facilities or the client

e. Record content of kettlebell training sessions
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Unit content

This section provides guidance on the recommended knowledge and skills required to enable you 
to achieve each of the learning outcomes in this unit. Your tutor/assessor will ensure you have the 
opportunity to cover all of the unit content.

Outcome 2: Understand the benefits of kettlebell training

Benefits of using kettlebells: Improves 
strength/power/endurance, core 
engagement, clinical rehabilitation, 
explosive power, various grips and 
techniques (altering difficulty), anchor to 
secure one part of the body, versatile, 
suits all abilities, quick/effective 
workout, different training effect (due to 
displacement of weight), trains multiple 
muscles/muscle groups together, minimal 
equipment for whole body workout.

Role in functional training: Mimic 
everyday movements, compound in nature, 
use multiple joints and muscles/muscle 
groups, many exercises use all three 
planes (frontal, sagittal, transverse). 

Physiological adaptations: Improved 
strength and power, active flexibility, 
function (motor skills), core strength 
and stability (posterior kinetic chain), 
muscular endurance, joint mobility and 

stability, sports performance, hypertrophy, 
cardiovascular fitness (aerobic and 
anaerobic).

Outcome 1: Understand the history and origins of kettlebell training

Kettlebell (girya): Cast iron weight, 
resembles cannonball with handle. 

Origins and history of the kettlebell: 
Origin over 2000 years ago, theories of 
origin (Ancient Greece, Scotland - brought 
to Greece during Roman invasion, Russia 
- early 1700’s), United States (1960’s), 
mainstream western world (1990’s), uses 
(camp fire cooking pot, tossing in athletics, 

counterweight in Russian marketplaces, 
soviet army for physical training/
conditioning, Russian athletics, strength 
and endurance training.  

Component parts of kettlebells: Handle, 
horns (attach handle to weight of bell), ball 
(actual mass/size of the bell, sizes (6kg, 
8kg, 11kg, 16kg, 20kg, 25kg, 32kg, 40kg, 
45kg)). 
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Outcome 4: Understand how to incorporate kettlebell training into resistance 
sessions

Classes/training that kettlebells can be 
integrated into: Bodyweight exercises/
classes, traditional weight training, studio 
resistance classes, circuit classes, sports 
specific training, etc.   

Use of kettlebells with different 
resistance training systems: Training 
systems (e.g. simple sets, pyramids, super 
setting, progressive overload), aerobic, 
anaerobic.

Outcome 3: Understand health and safety considerations for kettlebell 
training

Health and safety considerations: 
Correct use of kettlebells, technically 
correct demonstrations, teaching points, 
observation of client, correction of poor 
technique, ensure control, inclusion of 
warm-ups/cool downs/stretching, using a 
manageable weight (newcomers, women 
8kg, men 12kg), adequate space to swing 
the kettlebell, start with basic exercises 
(swing, clean, squat, press), look after 
your hands (gloves, chalk), correct clothing 
for the environment, jewellery (removed), 
appropriate footwear.

Possible contra-indications to kettlebell 
training: Lower back injuries, joint 
problems (hips, knees, shoulders, wrists), 
advanced pregnancy, low bone density 
(osteoporosis), high blood pressure, heart 
conditions. 

Potential risks: 

Causes – incorrect techniques, incorrect 
posture, lack of control, dropping kettlebell.

Potential injuries – back strain, shoulder 
strain, skin callus or tear, blisters (hands).  
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Outcome 5: Be able to plan kettlebell training sessions

Aims and objectives for kettlebell training 
sessions: Strength/endurance/cardiovascular 
workouts, upper body/lower body/whole 
body workouts, different weights, different 
abilities, sports specific, workout duration, split 
routines.   

Appropriate kettlebell lifts/exercises: 
Relevant to the session objectives, 8-10 
exercises (one exercise per muscle 
group), exercises to target all of the muscle 
groups, muscle groups to include chest/
back/shoulders/biceps/triceps/quadriceps/
hamstrings/calves/abdominals.  

Base exercises – swing, clean and jerk, 
press, high pull, snatch, lunge, side press. 

Variations of exercises – squat to press, 
alternating lunge, windmill, the Turkish get-up, 
swing curl press, halo, two-handed swing, 
single arm swing, upright row, squat, tricep 
extension/kickback, bicep curl, front raises, 
arm row, roman dead lift, side press, calf 
raises, figure 8, crunches, pullover.  

Exercise order, timings and rest: Larger 
muscle groups followed by smaller muscle 
groups, order of exercises, alter the challenge 
of the exercises/session (compound/isolation), 
speed, range of movement, repetitions, 
number of sets, recovery time between sets.  

Adaptations/changes to sessions: 
Equipment (number of kettlebells, range of 
kettlebell weights/sizes), facilities (space, 
temperature, number of participants), clients 
(participant screening forms, ability, current 
level of fitness, experience). 

Record content of kettlebell training 
sessions: Session plans (include warm-up, 
main section, cool down, stretches), teaching 
points (e.g. posture, over-arching, holding 
the kettlebell, rack position, starting/finishing 
positions).


